NEWMARKET STEWARDS' REPORT
Friday 08 October 2021
Stewards:

Shaun Parker (Chief Steward), Adam Barker (Stewards' Panel Chair), Anthony McGlone
(Steward), Gordan Markham (Trainee Steward), Beth Dowswell (Assistant Steward),
Sean Maxwell (Social Distancing Officer), Ben Ford (Raceday Assistant).
Good to Soft, Good (in places) (GoingStick:6.6 on 08-10-2021 at 07:30)
Stand Side Course All Races Centre

Going:
Stalls:

Non-Runners
Race
1:50pm
2:25pm

Horse and Trainer
HIERARCHY (IRE), trained by Hugo
Palmer.
MALAVATH (IRE), trained by FrancisHenri Graffard.

Reason
Self Cert (Blood Analysis Not Normal)
Travel
(Delay in processing the relevant international
travel paperwork)

Jockey Changes
Race

Horse

1:15pm

FIORINA (GB)

2:25pm

BANSHEE (IRE) Oisin Murphy

Robert Havlin

3:35pm

MISE EN
Oisin Murphy
SCENE (GB)
OCEAN ROAD
Oisin Murphy
(IRE)
SWEET
Cieren Fallon
BELIEVER (IRE)

Cieren Fallon

4:40pm
4:40pm

Declared
Jockey
Oisin Murphy

Replacement Jockey Reason
Kieran Shoemark

Cieren Fallon
Adam Farragher

Murphy stood down (see notice
below)
Murphy stood down (see notice
below)
Murphy stood down (see notice
below)
Murphy stood down (see notice
below)
Fallon required to ride for
retainer due to Murphy being
stood down

Race 1 - 1:15pm.
THE GODOLPHIN UNDER STARTERS ORDERS MAIDEN FILLIES' STAKES (CLASS 3) (GBB RACE)

Permission was given for RIBBON ROSE to wear a hood in the Parade Ring only.
An enquiry was held following a report from the Equine Welfare Integrity/Collection Officer that Oisin
Murphy, who was declared to ride FIORINA, had failed a breathalyzer test prior to the race. Murphy, the
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Equine Welfare Integrity/Collection Officer, and Raceday Assistant were interviewed. Having heard their
evidence, the matter was referred to the Head Office of the British Horseracing Authority for further
consideration and Murphy was stood down for the remainder of the day.
Following the race, Jim Crowley reported that AZAHEER, which started favourite and finished unplaced,
ran green and the Veterinary Officer reported that SILVER SCREEN, unplaced, lost its left-hind shoe.
Race 2 - 1:50pm.
THE NEWMARKET ACADEMY GODOLPHIN BEACON PROJECT CORNWALLIS STAKES (CLASS 1) (Group 3)

Permission was given for TARDIS to be mounted in the chute and go early to post.
Following the race, the Veterinary Officer reported that ILLUSTRATING, placed second, lost its left-fore
shoe and Tom Marquand reported that PAPA DON’T PREACH (IRE), unplaced, hung right-handed under
pressure and the Veterinary Officer reported that a post-race examination of the colt failed to reveal any
abnormalities.
Race 3 - 2:25pm.
THE GODOLPHIN LIFETIME CARE OH SO SHARP STAKES (CLASS 1) (Group 3)

The Starter reported that PEARL GLORY (IRE) was the subject of a third criteria failure. Kevin Philippart
de Foy was informed that the filly could not run until the day after passing a stalls test.
Passing the final furlong marker, ALLAYAALI (IRE), placed second, shifted slightly left-handed away from
the whip making contact with RISHES BAAR (IRE), placed fourth, which lugged slightly right-handed
shortly thereafter, becoming unbalanced and causing its rider to have to ease off the heels of ALLAYAALI
(IRE), but after viewing a recording of the incident, it was found that no riding offence was involved and
that it had not improved the placing of ALLAYAALI (IRE).
Following the race, Frankie Dettori reported that GOOD AMERICAN, unplaced, ran flat and the Veterinary
Officer reported that ALLAYAALI (IRE), placed second, lost its left-hind shoe.
Race 4 - 3:00pm.
THE GODOLPHIN STUD & STABLE STAFF AWARDS CHALLENGE STAKES (CLASS 1)(Group 2)

Permission was given for WITH THANKS (IRE) to wear a red hood to the start.
Following the race, James Doyle reported that D’BAI (IRE), unplaced, was denied a clear run passing the
2 furlong marker.
Race 5 - 3:35pm.
THE bet365 FILLIES' MILE (CLASS 1) (Group 1)

Permission was given for both BOUQUET and INSPIRAL to wear a red hood to the start.
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At the 2 furlong marker, MAGICAL LAGOON (IRE), unplaced, lugged sharply left-handed resulting in the
rider of BOUQUET, unplaced, having to steady momentarily, but after viewing a recording of the incident, it
was found that no riding offence was involved.
Following the race, Ryan Moore reported that CONCERT HALL (IRE), placed sixth, hung left-handed.
Race 6 - 4:10pm.
THE bet365 OLD ROWLEY CUP HANDICAP STAKES (CLASS 2) (HERITAGE HANDICAP)

Permission was given for MOSHAAWER to wear a red hood to the start.
The performance of MOSHAAWER, which finished unplaced, beaten by 16¾ lengths, was considered. It
was noted that Roger Varian could offer no explanation for the colt’s performance other than a report from
the rider that MOSHAAWER was never travelling on this occasion. The colt was routine tested.
Following the race, Kieran Shoemark reported that SOUTHERN VOYAGE (FR), unplaced, hung righthanded under pressure.
Race 7 - 4:40pm.
THE NEWMARKET PONY ACADEMY PRIDE STAKES (CLASS 1) (Group 3)

Permission was given for AURIA to wear a hood in the Parade Ring only, for both LILAC ROAD (IRE) and
SOFT WHISPER (IRE) to wear a red hood to the start, and for SWEET BELIEVER (IRE) to go early to
post wearing a red hood.
Approaching the 2 furlong marker, in a tightly bunched field, SOLENE LILYETTE (IRE), unplaced, shifted
marginally right-handed carrying OCEAN ROAD (IRE), placed third, slightly off its intended line resulting in
a weakening FREYJA (IRE), unplaced, having to be steadied and in turn caused both LIGHTS ON,
unplaced, and CLIMATE (IRE), placed fifth, to become short of room and subsequently have to take a
check, but after viewing a
Passing the ½ furlong marker, the winner, VILLE DE GRACE, lugged sharply left-handed carrying LILAC
ROAD (IRE), placed second, slightly off its intended line, but after viewing a recording of the incident, it
was found that no riding offence was involved and that it had not improved the placing of VILLE DE
GRACE. recording of the incident, it was found that no riding offence was involved.
Following the race, the Veterinary Officer reported that LILAC ROAD (IRE), placed second, lost its rightfore shoe.
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